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Fairies never fail to dazzle the imagination, and this coloring book promises to please everyone!
These 23 scenes depict fanciful sprites amid the magic of nature, surrounded by flowers,
butterflies, and woodland creatures. Colorists of all ages will enjoy painting or coloring these
pages, which feature beautiful drawings, specially printed with light gray lines that virtually
disappear with the addition of colors for a finished, professional look; high-quality paper, printed
on one side only and suitable for watercolor, colored pencils, and other media; and perforated
pages for easy removal from the book.

About the AuthorDarcy May was born in Redondo Beach, California, and traveled east with her
family as her father's career in art flourished. Now an award-winning professional herself, she
has created paintings for a number of private collections and illustrated many books for Dover
and other major publishers.
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Fairyland - A Coloring Book For Adults: Fantasy Coloring for Grownups by Molly Harrison



Sleepless Dreamer, “For my 8 year old daughter. She gives it 5 stars, I think they paper is not as
thick as other coloring books we own. It is more like a shiny white paper about 75lbs, otherwise
it's great.The drawings are very real, that's why my daughter likes them, she doesn't like to color
girls or animals that don't look like very real.They all are framed and are easy to take off the book
for coloring, hanging or copying,It says on the cover that you can paint on it I don't know for sure,
in my opinion the paper is too thin for very wet paints.She got it 2 days ago and hasn't stopped
coloring, she is using pencils on this book. I like some of them and I am going to copy them and
do it with markers.Some drawings have more small details than others, so there is easy and
hard.All scenes are very fairy like.If you like fairies you won't be disappointed”

VonVon, “Immediate Gratification. I love this book. I was trying to encourage my talented nephew
to drag himself away from the computer and develop his artistic abilities. I sent him a couple of
other Dover books which he really liked, so bought this for him as well. The only thing - I shipped
it to my address instead. When I saw the pretty designs, I decided to keep it. I color in the early
morning: I can plan my day as I color. My husband saw a couple of pages that I colored and told
me they were beautiful and said I should frame. I hadn't thought about it, but upon looking at a
couple, I decided that I will. This is a wonderful way to have a custom piece in my bathroom.
Usually, I would cross stitch a piece, but that takes a long time: coloring is immediate
gratification.”

thirdtwin, “Paint The Picture With Pencils. A Dover book with somewhat higher quality paper than
usual- good for people that like to color in fantasy art- you can use water color pencils with this if
you don't over wet the lead- otherwise the paper will saturate with water and wrinkle. Don't try to
use water and a brush- the paper won't take it and will soak through- so make sure your water
colors are in pencil form if you go that way. The designs themselves are gorgeous. So it's worth
a try if you enjoy pointy ear elves/fairy types.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love it!. This book contains beautiful artwork with clearly defined lines
which made coloring easier. I used the less expensive colored pencils and love the results. The
gray lines don't disappear when using the pencils but maybe with paints they would? I have
framed one of the designs. Document frames tend to be a better fit for coloring pages however
with these designs having the white border around each picture some of the border showed. Not
a big deal as I think it still looks great! I very much recommend this book!”

Mary Mateo, “Four Stars. I bought this as I was interested in an adult coloring book. The pictures
are great. I love fairies and thought that this was a great book. I love all the illustrations and
have enjoyed coloring some of the images. The price is reasonable for the product. I would be
nice if the pages were thicker as you would not have to worry bleed through when coloring with



gel pens but that is not a deal breaker.”

Blossom, “I love all of the pictures in this book!. All of the pictures are printed on single sided,
perforated pages, so bored through is not a worry. You can either remove the page, our put a
protective page behind the one you're working on. I also love that its printed with gray lines, so
they don't show as much after coloring.This first picture I'm posting was done with watercolor
pencils, but I didn't stretch and tape the page first, so it got wavy.The rest of the pictures are
ones that I didn't see in other reviews.”

Toni, “Beautiful book. Many "adult" coloring books are full of little tiny spaces to fill in that result in
a stained-glass looking result (there's another name for it, i'm sure... but anyway...) This book is
NOT like that - and this is why I love it!The pictures in this book are beautiful and detailed without
being overly detailed. Great for older (eg, not kids) people who want to kill some time coloring.
Pictures are only printed on one side of the paper, the paper is good quality and can be torn out
easily. Well worth it”

Linnylouwo, “Lovely angel pictures. I purchased this coloring book as a gift and was so
impressed by the quality of the prints that I purchased another one for my sister. The pictures
are detailed, with a lot of small spaces to color, so colored pencils work really well.It's a great gift
for a child or an adult who likes to spend time relaxing with a simple artistic endeavor. I like to
make a copy of the print on a high quality artist paper and use artist quality colored pencils to
make the final product really stand out.”

Mr. E.A. Pugh, “Fairys to Paint or colour. Well again a very good book all round, with this
one, I would say Age 7 + Adults would feel differently more so if they like the garden.
They would like to do the colours of the flowers. But as for painting the book No as the
paper is far to thin & not of watercolour quallity. Pencil would be fine, also felt tips would
be  no  good  either.”

Geranium66, “Lovely designs. Lovely colouring book that is suitable for both children and adults.
Lovely fairy designs with plenty of detail. More suited to coloured pencil rather than paint.”

jules, “A must buy for any colourer. A terriffic book. The pictures are lovely and i cant wait to
colour them. Great for an adult or older child.”

flo ferrier, “Flojo. This book is beautiful, there is so much detail that it will be a pleasure to colour
in. Keep bringing out other ones, thanks.”

Joan Dann, “Adult colouring book. Love this colouring book really good quality , arrived quickly
and good price”



The book by Will Gompertz has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 475 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 256 pages
Item Weight: 6.2 ounces
Dimensions: 8.25 x 0.5 x 11 inches
Paperback: 48 pages
Reading age: 8 - 11 years
Grade level: 3 - 5
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